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About This Game

RPG based Idle/Clicker Style Game. Fight against endless wave of monsters.
Level up, unlock bonuses, craft and upgrade equipments and hold your ground.
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tl;dr: This game is terribly drawn out and buggy.

There are 90 stages (as opposed to the usual Emily 60) which means that both the plot and the gimmicks are streched thin.
Pre/post gameplay scenes are often about characters exchanging all of 4-5 sentences before another stage interrupts them,
including dramatic confrontations that really could do without breaks. There's only a dozen or so characters, and some of them
don't even rate any role in the plot.

The level gimmicks are repeated over and over, exactly the same - move a box, find all the scattered tools, shoo-away an
interloper. Had fun? Good, because you'll repeat the exact same action another 5 times or so.

I have no idea why the game is buggy enough that both Angela and the customers occasionally milling around one on spot,
unwilling to go anywhere. The same company made dozens of games with the same basic gameplay, why aren't these kinks
smoothed out by now?

...

The basic gameplay is as addictive as ever, though Miracle Max trivializes every stage you use him in, and the game encourages
you to grind (replay levels) to be able to afford all the upgrades.

The plot is appropriately insane (and it's interesting to see outright bad guys in this game series, instead of the usual sitcom
camraderie) but suffers from being split into too many levels.. Still one of the best sim and racing experiences around
. Fun game . wish the # of players was larger but fun game.. Why does this exist?. You're invited to our House Party! Come join
the adventure and unlock a world of colorful characters, dynamic storylines, and sexy guests waiting to meet you. Test your wits
by making smart choices and you may just get lucky, but watch out for Frank! It's YOUR night! New opportunity or peril could
be waiting behind all your in-game choices. Maybe you\u2019ll be a swell guy, and help the guests out with their problems, or
maybe you\u2019ll be a trouble-maker and start some drama? The choice is yours to be well-behaved, or completely
inappropriate! Come on in... the party\u2019s already started!

House Party is a 3D interactive adventure game for adults where your choices will shape the events and outcome to a multitude
of possible endings. Every choice you make can lead to a different outcome. Are you ready to test your \u201cgame\u201d?

The party is underway, and the guests are having fun. The only thing missing is YOU. As you walk in, the challenge begins. Test
your \u201csmarts\u201d, your \u201csmooth-talking\u201d, and your determination as you unfold each character\u2019s story
through conversation and \u201cother means\u201d. The odds could be in your favor tonight\u2026 if you play your cards right.

How you engage with guests will lead you to a different outcome each time you start a new game. The story is in your hands as
your actions dictate the gameplay. You will also be faced with moral dilemmas that yield different outcomes and shape how the
story unfolds. House Party will make you think and plan each move.

And YES, IT\u2019S FUN! After all, it is a House Party, complete with all the debauchery you\u2019d expect. Be warned,
there is plenty of foul language, tons of nudity, fighting, party games, drinking, and sex. It doesn\u2019t pull any punches! You
decide who to befriend, and who to betray as you unravel each guest\u2019s unique storyline, guaranteed to be packed with fun
quests and challenges. Each character in the game is fully voice-acted, and did we mention, hot?

House Party is a brilliant 3D game with sexy models and its fair share of witty, sarcastic humor. A robust AI allows the
characters to respond to a multitude of stimuli and choices you throw at them. This game is going to keep you on your toes with
multiple story-paths and different outcomes based on the choices you make.

If you consider yourself a story-teller or a game-maker, you can customize the gameplay using our Custom Story Creator (found
on the Eek! Games website). Craft your own story including full dialogues, interactions, and logic dictating how the
player\u2019s night will unfold. Import your stories into your game and share them with other players. It\u2019s really easy to
use, and you don\u2019t need any programming experience. Join the many players already creating and sharing stories on the
game\u2019s official forum and let them experience YOUR story.. Being a fan of match-3 games, I found this one stands out
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due to its 3d-graphics, excellent music \/ sound-effects and the attractive heroine in the background. I would say the game
presentation is a cross between Bejewelled and Luxor. You have a static-sized board like Bejewelled but pieces you need to
shoot into it like Luxor. You'll also need to keep up the pace as there are penalties incurred if you delay too long. This makes the
gameplay unique enough to peak ones interest for a deeper play-thru. Two things I feel would make this game better: 1. a
"casual" mode, say where your mana bar doesn't go down, the longer you delay for a more relaxing experience. 2. The ability to
rotate the board 90 degress so you can better visualize pieces moving up-down \/ left-right. All in all, happy with the game,
especially at the current sale price.. This game is a classic. When my wife starts playing this I have to beg her for my computer
back. It's fun, challenging, and addicting. Great game to kill time when you don't have enough of it to play a real game.. I dislike
the photo realistic images; wheres the fun in spending hours on changing colours every second?. Nice puzzle game. I liked to
travel between past and present to solve the puzzles. Nice graphics. I didn't like that I finished the game too quickly, because I
found it a bit too easy. Bago games mentioned that this was a mix between LIMBO and Braid, however those games provided
me with a more interesting and longer gameplay.. Beat Hazard 2 is a huge update over the original. I love these music games that
allow me to play a game that is generated based on a selection from my massive MP3 library. Beat Hazard is a arcade like twin
stick shooter that I can play in long or short game sessions. The enemies and bosses arrive in waves and seem to be tied to the
highs and lows of the music. I laughed out loud when a boss warped in at just the right moment within a track. I loved blowing
him to bits.

I can report that this game works well with the steam controller. I set the default controls to gamepad and when the game loaded
I was able to hit the A button which set the game to gamepad mode. The game worked very well. I used the stick to move and
just slid my other thumb on the slider on the right hand side of the steam gamepad to fire. It worked very well.

The open mic mode works brilliantly with Amazon music. I don't have the MP3 of Rockwell's song, "Somebody's watching
you." However it's available on Amazon Prime. I swicthed over to open mic. Alt-tabbed out of the game to fire up Amazon
Music and played/paused the amazon music app. Then I went back to the game and pressed play on my media keyboard. The
open mic mode recognized the song and the game played normally. I can't wait to try out the radio mode.

Very fun game. Kudos to the Developer.
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I bought this "Game" for 50 cents. It is not worth 5 cents. The gameplay is boring and repetitive and no fun at all. For me level 3
is unbeatable because of a bug. Maybe the game gets better after that but I highly doubt it. DO NOT WASTE YOUR MONEY
ON THIS TERRIBLE SMARTPHONE GAME.

Game
Noun
An activity that one engages in for amusement.

This can hardly be called a game.
. Very good game!. Good, quick, easy shoot-em-down game with excellent multiplayer. ok first off i love where the game is
going, fight giant monsters in an arena where you not only have to fight a collosal machine or whatnot, but you have to watch
out for obsticals and stuff. dont be discouraged by all the negative reviews, all things considered this is an indie game. its not
gonna have all the top of the line graphics or controls like all the major companies have so dont dis it just cause you cant get
passed a few levels. this game is still under development and honestly im liking the potential im seeing in this game.

A few suggestions;
tone down the choppers-already done with recent update
maybe work on third person view that folows the crosshairs (its easier to aim if the screen moves with the plane)
a way to flip when your upsidown- it gets very confusing being upsidown
repair powerups, for when you have a bad case of broken wing
multiplayer boss fights, co-op and\/or versus
some story, i wanna know why these things are here, like some evil organization unleashing their superweapons (would explain
the choppers)
Pause feature, exploding and starting over isnt the best feature

Im Ive got a youtube channel and i want to feature this game on it as well as watch it grow.. Fun little motor to run. Only
complaint would be the bell doesn't work (If these even have bells, i'm not sure). Quality is great and they fit in will with all the
other NJT content.. solid tool to update drivers, worked like a charm
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